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 [Diligently go through the explanations and examples. Then, copy 

the questions and s olve them on a sheet of paper date wis e. Keep

the worksheets ready in a file to be submitted on the opening day.]

Concept:
If two relation in two variables are given like 2x+3y =7 and 3x +2y=8have
solution x=2 and y=1.Yo u may verify that the each relation represents a
line and they are intersected at the point (2,1).Some straight lines are 
parallel ,hence do not intersect like , 2x + 3y -5 =0 and 4x+6y-10=0 have 
no finite solution . Hence we must verify that simulations equations 
given are solv able or not we can verify it if we learn crross 
multiplication method first out of four methods viz

i Elimination metho d

ii Substitution method
iii Comparison method
iv Cross multiplication method



Cross multiplication method

a1x +b1y +c1 =0 Write the coefficient with sign only

a2x +b2y +c2 =0

detaching variables like a1 , b1 , c1

Trends for cross multiplication a2 , b2 , c2

follow like  a1 b1

=>  a1b2 - b1a2

a2 b2

first you are starting from a1 to multiply b 2 diagonally and then when 

you come up to b1 . and you are getting one (-) free and then multiplying
b1 with a2 eg

2 4
=> (2) X (5) – (4)X(-3) =10 +12=22

-3 5

Example 2x + 3y -7 =0 2 3 -7
3x + 2y – 8=0 => 3 2 -8

Follow the format all the time

x/( (3(-8) - (-7)(2) )= -y/( 2.(-8) – (-7)(3)) = 1/(2x2 – 3x3)
x/-10 = -y/5 = y/-5 => x/2=y/1=1/1

N.B When you are writing bellow x suppress the first column From

2 3 -7 3 -7
=>

3 2 -8 2 -8

= 3(-8) – (-7)2 = -24 +14 =-10



Similarly below y will be   2 -2 and

3 -8 =5

Below 1 will be
2 3

= -5 !=0

3 2

Note coefficient of variables cross multiplication of 2x + 3y – 5 =0

And 4x + 6 y -10 =0

is   2 3
=12-12=0. Hence solution is undefined of 1/0 = α

4 6

Solve by cross multiplication method
1.

9x + 4y =24
x - y =7

2.
2x=5y +3
3x - 2y=-12

3 x+y-7=0
y-1=2x

4 4x+3y+24=0
7x-2y+13=0




